
History at Key Stage 5 is designed to offer students the chance to study a wide variety of periods and topics in English, European and American   

History.   These modules offer students the opportunity to study historical topics over a long period of time, in breadth and in depth.  Students who 

opt for History will be gaining knowledge of the good and bad that humanity is capable of, an understanding of how the world we live in has            

developed, an ability to develop informed attitudes on current and previous events and issues, and the problems of others.  Finally, students will     

develop an appreciation of different cultures and be able to reflect on the lessons of our ancestors lives to improve our own.  

We can only learn these valuable lessons in History! 
Students will also acquire a variety of skills important not just to History. For example: the ability to communicate effectively, both orally and 

written, working effectively with others, problem solving, numerical skills, thinking skills, reference skills and expertise at I.T. Since many of the 

issues studied in History do not have clear and easy explanations, you will become more skilled at reasoning, deduction, organising, analysing and 

evaluating information from the use of evidence of all kinds. Finally, as a result of having to defend your opinions and conclusions in class discussions, 

you will find yourself with many chances to develop your own self-confidence. All of these are transferable skills that are so appealing to colleges 

and employers. 

It teaches you so much more than the History! 



  

  

  

 

 

The English Civil War &  Interregnum 1637-60 

This option focuses on the critical period between the 

collapse of Charles I’s Personal Rule and the         

disintegration of the Interregnum.   Examining the 

causes, course and outcome of the Civil War and   

reasons for the trial and execution of the King       

of England in 1649. 

The Cold War in Europe 1945-1990’s 

From Peace Treaties to Revolutions, from Blockades to 

Walls, from unity to division from expansion to           

 collapse, this unit analyses the causes and      

consequences of the key developments, changes & 

 events of one of the most challenging and tense 

times of international politics and relations.  

Civil Rights in the USA 1865-1992 

This thematic study focuses on the struggle of African     

Americans, Native Americans, Women and Trade    

Unions in the United States to gain equality before 

the law without regard to ethnic origin, gender or 

wealth. 

 

Investigation/interpretations coursework. 

An enquiry based study to understand, analyse and 

evaluate this period in time.  The nature of Nazi  

government, its impact on Germany and the extent of    

 revolution it brought; its racial aims and policies; 

 the nature and extent of opposition to the     

regime will all be investigated in depth. 
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